Student fees circulated in state general fun
By BILL PA’rERSON
Second of a Series
The $59 material and service lee IM&SI Lollected from lull -time San lose
Slate University students during registration week does not remain on
campus for use by the university.
Instead it is circulated through the vast state general fund and later
payed back to the university.
In the long run, there is little connection between the M&S collected on
the campus and the M&S allocation for such campus services as placement,
health services and financial aids.
Glen Guttormsen, who has been manager at the 5151.] Business Affairs
since 1962. explained the various lai-tors involved in the M&S cycle.
In brief these include:
The budget is prepared before fees are collected and thus the
university, using a formula, must anticipate the fees to be collected.
formula is set by the chancellor’s office of Budget.
This
Management. and Planning IBMPI in conjunction with the Department of
Firr,nce on the basis of projected student enrollment.
This budget, only one ot many such budgets, goes through a long
process of review by the Department of Finance. Legislative Analyst, as

well as the chancellor’s office.
Money collected from mas fees are given. "on a continuing basis," to
the state treasurer where it is included in the general fund. This is where
most of the state’s tax money is held.
The, university, with in the confines of a system wide BMP formula, is
payed back amounts of money from the general fund for the various
services within the M&S structure.
However. Guttormsen explained the university sometimes run into
problems under this system. He said the university may not collect enough
of the projected M&S fees, or it may collect too much, depending on how
much enrollment predictions are off.
"It is not a special lund, so the balancing of M&S fees is not in exact
balance every year," he explained. "It’s just over the long haul that they
(chancellors office) are looking for general balance between groups."
However, attempts to balance the M&S fee usually lead to a fee increase.
According the Edmond Macias, a chancellor office staff member, the fee
is figured on a loose three-year basis. In the first year they expect a surplus
which should be "eaten up" in the second year, leaving the third year projected collection in the hole.
Guttormsen cited inflation and price increases as two major reasons for

an increas, in the lee. Other factors include increased staffing, salary 11
creases, as well as unexpected changes in enrollment expectations.
Since the fee level is determined on this three-year basis. various offices
anticipate the deficit beforehand.
Under the powers granted by the legislature in the early ’60s, the
California St ate Board of Trustees is authorized to make fee increases.
According to BMP Chief Assistant Boyd Horn proposed increases could
come from a number of agencies including the chancellor’s office,
Department of Finance, or the legislature.
All in all, state as well as university officials see the whole M&S system
as complicated and subject to little change.
Guttormsen said. "99.9 per cent of the budget is fixed." Since the
university is operating under a systemwide formula. there is little which
can be changed without changing the formula for the other 18 universities
and colleges in the system he explained.
"We attempt from time to time, in debate with the chancellor’s office, to
change the formulas,- Guttormsen said. "We have had very little success."
Horn said problems result with the system because there is a lack of
agreement among administrators on how the M&S fee should be used to
I und student and instructional services.
(Cont. p. 3)
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Three coeds in SJSU program

ROTC opens up to women

Mite Russell

Michael Pelkey And Nanette Fujimoto

Plan adopted
for job bias
By ELIZABETH VENEGAS
Community News ServiceSanta
Clara County adopted an Affirmative
Action plan March 13 which is
designed to stop discrimination in
counstruction jobs contracted by the
county.
San Jose State University is considered state property and any jobs
connected with the city or county
could theoretically not come under
the plan, according to Frank Escobar,
secretary for the county Human
Relations Commission.
In other words, there could possibly be discrimination against
minorities on campus construction
jobs, according to Escobar.
The plan is an agreement between
the county, the Association of contractors, labor unions and minority
organizations. It is a result of action
by the Department of Labor.
Minorities wanted
The Department of Labor is trying
to get more minorities into the
construction trade. As a result of the
Santa Clara Plan, there will be 18 per
cent minorities in the construction
trade in Santa Clara County by 1975.
This is an increase from the present
seven per cent. said Escobar.
Escobar explained that as a practice, unions in the past wouldn’t
allow minorities to become members.
There were a limited amount of apprenticeships and these would
traditionally stay in families instead
offering them to minorities.
The plan sets up goals and
timetables based on the lack of
minorities in the trade and the
availability of minorities in the work
force.

Stadium
debate off
1

J

Discussion on the city’s environmental impact report for the
proposed Spartan Stadium expansion was deferred for the second time
by the Planning Commission
yesterday.
lames Beall, a volunteer member of
the commission, said the city asked
that the hearing report be delayed for
another two weeks.
Two weeks ago the city was
granted a delay in the proposed
hearing.
The hearing is rescheduled for
April 3, according to Beall.

Escobar said this is definitely not a
quota system. The goals are based on
analysis of what is available and
there is no compromise of
qualifications.
The Santa Clara Plan has four fulltime recruiters who help provide
tutoring for minorities while they
pick up their special training, said
Escobar.
This staff also recruits minorities
for applicants and keeps their names
in a pool, said Escobar. The purpose
of the pool is to keep track of the
construction workers so that when
jobs are available the workers can be
not
Escobar said this is a good feature
because it takes four to five years for
an apprentice to become a
journeyman. An apprentice may
finish a job in this area and then leave
to look for work. While the worker is
gone there might have been three or
four other jobs available.
Experience obtained
In this way, a worker can obtain as
much experience as possible during
hte time period before he becomes a
journeyman.
A fourth function of the staff is to
monitor the jobs to make sure there
are the agreed number of minorities
working for the construction firms,
said Escobar.
The staff will also check the
payroll, count heads on the job, make
sure an apprentice is paid the correct
salary for his degree and see to it an
apprentice is not hindered in working
his way up to journeyman. Escobar
remarked.
The purpose of the monitoring is
important because staff members
working under a home -town plan in
Philadelphia found that minority
workers were given motorcycles to
ride from construction job to
construction job, Escobar said. So
t here were always minority workers
on the job when the staff members
showed up to monitor.
Must abide by plan
Under the Santa Clara Affirmative
Action plan each contractor working
with the county must abide by the
Santa Clara Plan, although each individual company can write up its
own affirmative action plan,
explained Escobar.
The Santa Clara Plan was funded
by the Department of Labor with
$30,000 and $75,000 from Model
Cities, said Escobar.
Next year, Model Cities will give
$105,000 and there is a proposal that
the county fund the plan with
$40,000, according to Escobar.

By DEBBIE BLOCK
Feminine figures would be sure to
catch any onlooker’s eye during
marching exercises.
Michelle Pelkey and Nanette Fujimoto are two of the three San Jose
State University coeds to participate
in the army Reserve Officer Training
Corps (ROTC) on campus.
The Army ROTC admits coeds into
its cadet program on only 10 of the
nation’s 293 campuses which have
ROTC departments.
Because SJSU is not officially
recognized by the Army, the young
women are classified as students
instead of cadets in their military
science classes. They still receive the
academic units for their work.
When asked why she decided to
join the ROTC program, Miss Pelkey
stated, "It’s hard to say. I thought it
would be interesting. I’ve always had
a certain interest in the military."
She added that "You can’t really
know something without researching
it from the inside."
Miss Fujimoto said her interest in
the ROTC began during high school
when she participated in her school’s
unit for three years.
"A lot of people think it’s learning
how to kill, but it’s not. The ROTC is
teaching me leadership." she said.

Miss Fujimoto’s older brother
served in the military. No one in
Michelle’s immediate family has
been in the armed forces.
Parents’ reaction
Both girls said their parents
accepted their decision to join the
ROTC. According to Miss Fujimoto,
"My mot her knows I’ll gain
something from it."
The coeds expressed surprise at
the favorable reception the ROTC
men have given them. The men try to
help and give them pointers during
the exercises and class.
"The guys aren’t vicious or
anything. They’re really nice to us,"
Miss Fujimoto exclaimed
She claimed,
’When I first came
to San Jose, I felt lost and when I
came to ROTC people wer really
friendly. People say hi. I was really
shocked."
The girls are not required to
"leadership
in
the
participate
laboratory" drills held on Saturday
once a month at south campus.
But they try to partake in all the
practical training exercises the men
do.
Miss Fujimoto, who is majoring in
biology, has participated in only one
laboratory so far since this is her first
semester in the program.

She stated, "At the drill on
Saturday, the guys really made me
feel good inside.
"The men had pride within
themselves. They were standing up
tall and really looked good," she
explained.
Because the coeds’ ROTC outfits
are not officially approved by the
army, they cannot be named as
uniforms but rather as "optional
wear."
The young women wear the outfits,
consisting of army green skirts and
jackets with white blouses, at their
Tuesday military science classes and
at the Saturday exercises.
Miss Pelkey related that the first
time she wore the outfit, "everyone
was waiting for it at the ROTC
building."
Last fall, Miss Pelkey’s first
semester in the program. she joined
Pershing Rifles, the national ROTC
fraternity-sorority. She was the
only member of the SJSU sorority
chapter.
Miss Fujimoto said right now she
does not have the time to participate
in the organization.
She works with the cadet
counseling project, which offers help

to any military science student who
has a personal or school problem.
ROTC unpopular
The unpopularity of ROTC with
college students somewhat bothers
Miss Pal key.
She stated, "It’s something I didn’t
bargain for at first. But I’m not going
to hassle anybody and I don’t want
anybody to hassle me."
The soft-spoken coed added, "This
reaction is a little bit of a problem
even with myself, but this is
something I want to do."
"It really doesn’t matter what other
people think of me. I’m proud of what
I am doing." Miss Fujimoto claimed.
"Some of my friends don’t like the
ROTC but respect my being in it
anyway," she added.
Because the girls cannot be admitted as cadets to the program. they
cannot enter the upper division
professional training courses.
Miss Pelkey, a history major,
explained that she has "absolutely
no" aspirations to have a career in the
military.
Miss Fujimoto considered becomming a military nurse, but now hopes
to work with the mentally and
physically handicapped after college.

‘Middle-of-roadism’ exhibited
in survey of college frosh
4064
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Paul Dunn

Frank Escobar

By ARDIE CLARK
Middle-of-the-roadism typifies the
political view of the average college
freshman, according to a survey of
189,000 freshmen taken last fall by
the American Council on Education
(ACE).
The annual survey indicated 48.3
per cent of the first -year students
identify themselves this way.
One-third of the freshmen said
they are liberals, and only 2.4 per
cent consider themselves to be far
left.
Compared with the results of past

Budget hearings
for funding requests
The moment of truth has arrived
for those organizations requesting
funds from the A.S.
The Budget Committee has begun
hearings on the individual requests,
and committee chairman Greg
English has asked all interested
students to attend the twice -weekly
meetings.
"I want to emphasize," English
said, "that this may be the only time
many of these requests will be heard.
and we want student input on an
many of them as possible."
English said he is urging the other
members of the A.S. Council to
attend the budget committee

meetings so they will be well informed when the council considers
the budget.
Individual requests will be heard
again only if the council asks
especially to hear them.
The budget committee meets each
Tuesday and Thursday morning
from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. in the council
chambers on the third level of the
Student Union.
The committee will hear presentations from each agency requesting
funding from the A.S. and formulate
its own budget recommendations for
the council to approve.

Candidates night set
A San lose City Council Candidates Night will be held at 7 p.m. in
the S.U.Loma Prieta room on March
27th. The Candidates Night is being
sponsored by the Associated
Students to familiarize students with
the candidates anti issues on the
April 10th City Council elections.
Dr. Terry Chirstensen. associate
professor of political science, is
coordinating the night and has
received 22 candidate confirmations
so far.

Each candidate will give a brief,
one or two minute introduction. After
the introductions candidates will
split into two groups for discussion
and questions. The candidates running for the open council seat will
comprise one of the groups.
The Candidates Night is being cosponsored by the Department of
Political Science, Pi Sigma Alpha,
Sigma Della Chi and the Campus
AsImprovement
Community
sociation.

surveys, fewer of this year’s
freshmen believe the federal
government is not doing enough to
promote school desegregation and
more believe the courts show too
much concern for the rights of
cirminals.
However, it is possible that a
survey of freshmen at the time they
enter college does not give an accurate reflection of their political
tendencies.
According to a Gilbert Youth
Research survey conducted for the
November, 1972 issue of "Saturday
Review of Education," there is a close
relationship between the beliefs of
entering freshmen and their parents.
Each is more conservative than a
collegian in a later year.
"Saturday Review" said the beginning college freshman has not had
time to formulate many strong
opinions of his own, and most of
what he believes comes from his
parents.
Similarly, non -college youth and
high school students Lel.d to believe
as their parents do, according to the
Gilbert survey. However, ass person
begins college, his opinions are more

and more liberalized.
Perhaps "tendencies- are
irrelevant. According to the ACE
survey, freshmen who describe
themselves as conservative or middle-of-the-road are about the same
proportion (two-thirds) as was the
general electorate which voted for
Pres. Nixon last November.
Even in college politics, freshmen
have taken a more conservative line.
The ACE survey shows 42 per cent of
them think college administrators
are too permissive with student
protestors.
However, at the same time, 46.6 per
cent of the freshmen advocate
legalization of marijuana.
The ACE survey also shows
freshmen favor federal control of
pollution by 90 per cent, job equality
of women by 91 per cent and more
consumer protection laws by 76 per
cent.
But maybe the typical freshman is
merely more ideological than his
counterpart of previous years.
Although less than one -forth of them
expected to earn a "B" average last
year, nearly one-third expect to this
year, according to the survey.

Lenore Seltzer sues
state,college trustees
A Sari lose State University
instructor is suing the university, the
state college trustees and the state of
California for $55,047.
Dr. Lenore Seltzer, associate
professor in the Psychology
Department, has filed suit in
Superior court claiming "false and
untrue statements" concerning her
leaching performance were entered
into her personnel record.
In her complaint, Dr. Seltzer
charged
the alleged personnel
statement said her teaching commitment would be limited "out of
respect to her family obligations."
She claimed the statement , was
entered in 1964, repeated during the
1965-66 academic year and remained
in her private personnel file.

She discovered the assertion in the
spring of 1970.
Dr. Seltzer claimed she lost
promotional advantages within her
department for five years.
She believes she would habe been
promoted to an associate professor
in the 1964-65 academic year, and to
full professor in the 1970-71 year.
The net result of the ellegeted
"carelessness and negligence" of the
defendant s, charged her complaint,
was that she lost $20.620 in earnings;
had to expend $2,427 for lawyers
.fee, and suffered $32,000 damages by
"great physical anti mental pain and
suffering, distress, and anguish."
Dr. Seltzer became a full-time assistant professor at SISII in 1957,
and received her tenure in 1962.

Editorial

No reward for vote
The "one vote, Sl" plan in A.S. to vote in elections that hisPres. Dennis King’s proposed torically they do not support.
budget is a new, very honest, and Ironically, in King’s proposed
direct way to get students in- system, it is the voter’s own
volved in their own campus money that is doled back to him.
Those who wish not to vote
government.
The Daily however, believes would be paying for those who
that the plan goes too far in take advantage of the $1 handout.
abridging the student body’s This isn’t the most significant
right to choose with a clear fact, however.
Even though King’s plan means
conscience its leaders.
Already, nearly all of the A.S. well in its attempt to encourage
budget for each semester depends participation in the electoral
on a mandatory system in which system, it is an insult to the
students pay for campus democratic tradition to have
governmentsupportive of it or votes directly "bought." No
not. Students taking 12 units or matter how scantily supported,
more must now pay $10 for this we think that student
government must be kept totally
service.
San Jose State University free from the monetary arena.
The voter’s rights lie in the idea
students have no say at this time
whether to support the political that he may vote for whom, when,
system or not. There is a bill in and as he pleases.
We do not support Pres. King’s
the state assembly giving the
student a chance to decline the plan because it leaves the door
mandatory payment. But until it open for some voters to vote not
is passed, the suffering will go on. their hearts, but rather their
Pres. King himself estimates pocketbooks.
The real power and money
recent voter turnouts to be only
between 7 and 11 per cent. The should go to those who believe
Daily believes this estimate to be enough in student government to
an indication of how strongly vote on their own, without any instudents believe in A.S. politics. ducement at all. The rewards, if
We believe it is far-fetched to not very great, are at least more
gobo the point of paying students sincere and valid.

Mano A Mano

Candidates benefit dance
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Wouldn’t you know it, just
when you think that spring is
finally going to get here, POW we
get blessed with more water.
Pues como va el dicho febrero
esta loco y marzo otro poco pero
parece que este se esta mandando
un poco, no se les hace? Oh yeah,
here I was getting all excited
because Mr. Sun had shown his
face and I thought sunny days
were going to be here again pero
parece que nomas no, bueno pues
ni modo.
Well enough of that. Now for
the getting down to business. As I
was checking my Chicano calendar wow. did I find some
happenings. Listen and you shall
hear, read and you shall find out.
To start things off is the one that
will take place today Wednesday
the 21. Free Latin soul dance for
the benefit of the Chicano Community school board elections.
All students and other
interested people are invited to
attend a very heavy gathering.
All of the action will take place
right here on campus. That’s right
over at the Joint Effort (Coffee
House). The action is to get under
way at about 7 p.m. There will be
free food, the very best homecooked that you have ever tasted
in a long time. The music will be
provided by "Purple Haze" and
"Los Unicos."
To start things off Sofie Mendoza, who is running for City
College Board of Trustees, will be
there with other candidates
presenting their platforms. After
the presentations food will be
served. At about 9 p.m. the music
will be getting started. The whole
function should be over with at
about 1 or 2 a.m., so if you’re a
midnight mover and an out -of-
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sight groover make it on down
there.
Hey, todos remember that last
week it was written that a
"pachanga" was to take place this
Friday at the Coffee House pues
forget it was cancelled. But do not
get "aguitados" that nothing will
take place. This Friday at The
Lettermen’s Club there will be a
benefit dance for the Chicano
School Board candidates. Music
will be provided by "Espejo" and
other bands. Donation is $1.50
which also includes dinner.
Dinner begins at 6 p.m. and the
dancing un poco mas tarde. Asi es
que a "tirar chancla" over at 425
N. Fourth St.
Then on Saturday there is
going to be a far out and out-ofsight "borlo." It’s a birthday
party. All you have to do is bring
yourself. There will be lot’s of
food and the bubbly will
definitely be brewing. I hear that
it will be brewing out of a keg. So
dig it, food, plenty to indulge in
and un poquito de baile de
primero retiradito luego despues
de cachetito. All is happening at
550 South 11th Apt. No, 2. So
come one and come all and have a
ball.
Atencion you Chicanos in the
health sciences. There is a job
opening at Sunnyvale High. The
job is part-time. It is for a
counselor whose job will be to
orient Chicanos into the health
sciences. If interested contact
Apolonio at 1477 Fruitdale
Oakland, Calif. 94601 or call
(415) 261-9577. Bueno Raza sigan
siguiendo y nunca volten para
atras porque alguien puede venir
avanzando. I was once told if you
succeed, share it, don’t just wear
it. Pero, that is not always the
case nomas preguntenmelll

Letter to the Editor

’Bad journalism" distorts image
Editor:
We read with great dismay
your distortion of life in a board
and care home. We’re not sure but
we think one calls articles like
yours "bad journalism." If we
weren’t living at New Way Center
we would tend to believe that the
place was surrounded by a moat
filled with alligators. You may
have failed to notice that it isn’t.
We happen to know El:nor
Sheldon and she is not the
helpless cog in a machine that you
make her out to be. She may not
have helped that "little Mexican"
but she has certainly helped a
houseful of people to find a better
way to do things.he is definitely
not a helpless individual torn
between duty and compassion.
Phyllis Chaffee portrayed as
the villain in our story (or so it
seemed) has her hands full. She
will help those who help
themselves and she has often
proved indispensible. In some
ways her hands may be tied, but
she’ll do the best she can with
what she has.

Unfortunately it has not occurred to you that no matter how
hard we try and how well we
succeed we are bounded by rules
and regulations that can be a
nasty little hitch. One of the
authors of this letter is not a mental patient; he is a cerebral palsy
victim. Like all the other
members of this house he finds it
a struggle, but he’ll make it with
the help of truth and not distortion.
The people in this house come
From all walks of life and it seems
to us they deserve to be treated as
people rather than hard statistics. Statistics never tell the
whole story and it seems to us
you couldn’t tell the whole story
either. Some day mental illness
will no longer be looked upon as a
stigma.
But as long as journalistic
masterpieces such as this continue to be written, people like us
who want to get somewhere in
this world will have a long way to
go.
Ed Stage Jr.
Lily Rochefort
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Shell workers boycott
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Boycotts have been very much
in the news these days. Consumers have been asked to
refrain from purchasing iceberg
lettuce in support of the United
Farm Workers boycott and more
recently a meat boycott to lower
beef prices has been proposed.
One boycott with clear environmental implications is being
waged against the Shell Oil Company by the Oil, Chemical and
Atomic Workers Union (OCAW).
OCAW is asking consumers to
stop buying all Shell products.
The boycott comes in conjunction with a strike against
Shell by OCAW. The strike began
in the last week of January when
5,000 UCAW workers walked off
their jobs at Shell refineries in
California, Louisiana, Texas and
Washington.
OCAW called the strike and
boycott in response to Shell’s
refusal to adopt union proposals
for pay raises and pension improvements. But the main
demands center on improving the
environmental quality inside the
refineries.
Refinery workers come into
contact with more than 1,600
toxic chemicals, many of which
have not been researched before
use, the union charged. According to Morris Atkin, OCAW
regional chief, there is a high
percentage of chemically induced
sickness and disability among
refinery workers.
Some of the demands made by
the union provide for periodic
studies of refineries by industrial
health consultants with the
results made known to the
workers. The company would
also be required to pay for
physical examinations and
medical tests for all refinery
workers.
Shell Oil Co. is the only major
oil company which has refused to
accept these demands. It claims it
is legally responsible for the
health and safety of the employees in the work place and
cannot share this reponsibility
with the union.
Many observers are saying that
the
strike will only have a
minimal effect on Shell because
its refineries are so automated
they are operating at a gaper cent
level in spite of the shortage of
workers.
UCAW is calling on the con-

Linda M1411440
sumer to help them achieve environmental quality for refinery
workers through this boycott.
They are supported by environmentalists.
environmental
Some
organizations officially supporting the strike and boycott are
Friends of the Earth, the Environmental Defense Fund, Environmental Action, the National
Parks and Conservation Association, the Center for Science
in the Public Interest, Ecology
Center Council and the
Wilderness Society. Many others
have expressed support.
As Alan McGowan of the
Center for the Biology of Natural’
Systems pointed out in his talk on
campus several weeks ago, "The
struggle for a better work environment is the same as that for
a better outside environment."
enmore,
and
More
vironmentalists and workers are
beginning to realize the truth of
this statement. They are
recognizing the need for an
alliance to achieve environmental
quality for all. The nature of the
Shell boycott is an indication of
the growing awareness of this
need.

Letters to Ilie Editor

Navy life reflects ability
Editor:
This letter, in response to Bruce
Jewett’s article of March 19,
"Navy Life Is What They Make
It," is not intended to criticize his
opinions of the military. I will
only attempt to question some of
his statements.
When editing copy, perhaps
one thing was overlooked; the
uniform code of military justice,
rather than universal.
Perhaps his position in the
military was that which did not
require any decision making.
Those who excel are usually
given duties commensurate with
their abilities. I have yet to see, in
my 15 years of military service
(of which four years were
enlisted), a person who displayed
skills in his field be transferred
because of those skills. Persons
who have new ideas and techniques are, in most cases, given
recognition.
I wonder if Mr. Jewett has ever
stood on the landing signal officers’ platform. overlooking the
fantail of an aircraft carrier at
night, and watched a "lifer" land a
multi-million dollar "soft, no
risk" aircraft. Perhaps he also
feels that many "lifers," now
returning from Hanoi, after many
years of captivity, considered
their duties as "soft, no risk" jobs.
I feel that those men, LCDR
Everett Alvarez included, would
take offense to the statement that
they were sitting back, waiting
for "promotion and a fat pension."
I must assume that Mr. Jewett,
as his peers, "joined to get away
from home and take orders from
someone else" besides his
parents.

SIMI Continents

Life’s toughest challenge -facing death

Change of occupational
specialties depends on the aptitude and skills of the individual.
Like anything in life, if you want
it badly enough. you must work
hard and prove your abilities.
True, the military is run
differently
than
comparable
civilian organizations, and for
good reason; discipline.
I would ask Mr. Jewett to give a
chronological break -down of his
military experience, and then
compare it to his experience in the
"outside real -world," excluding
his academic years. As for
freedom and individuality, what
has his exposure been to the
"organization" in business and
industry?
Further, I sincerely hope that
Mr. Jewett is taking full advantage of the GI Bill. If not, he is
ignoring one of the benefits due
him for "serving his country."
Mike Boston

Second B.A.
Editor:
I have been attending classes at
SJSU since September, 1969.
Having hassled with registration
procedures and the like during
this time, I have gradually
overcome (with a great deal of
patience), the complexities of getting into classes and completing
the necessary requirements, etc.,
etc.
Now I am a graduate student
working toward a second B.A.,
and I find that the problems are
far from over. It seems that the
curriculum committee of the
Academic Council has decided
that those in my position are to be
labeled new "second baccalaureate" students. With this
new stamp of identification, we
are to no longer register with
graduates, which is what we are,
but with juniors.
The reasoning behind this
proposal is undoubtedly based on
the notion of unclogging the
registration system. In other
words, the priorities of the
system itself are to be placed
above the priorities of the individual. In effect, what this
recommendation will achieve
will be further discouragement
on the part of individuals such as
myself.
I think this proposal is unfair
and should be reconsidered.
Previously, I have never openly
downgraded
registration
procedures, even though I have
come out on the short end many
times. I realize the number of
students here makes any system
of registration a major problem.
However, I fail to see that this
new policy should serve as even a
partial solution to a problem
which deserves much more attention than this proposal indicates.
I fail to see also, that this letter
will have much of an effect on the
Academic Council. I wonder how
many members of the curriculum
committee would disagree with
me, if they were in my position.
Dennis J. Matthews

Spartan Daily
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The tragedy of death, of a loved
one, of a relative, or of just a
friend, strikes everyone eventually.
It happened to me last Monday.
Early that afternoon, it was announced that a fellow Spartan
Daily staffer, Debra Hurt, had
been killed in an automobile accident over the weekend.
They said she had been struck
by a car on Highway 101, killing
her and critically injuring her two
sisters and her mother.
As I sat there and listened, and
although I hate to admit it now, I
almost smiled and giggled.
Weird?
As I looked around the Daily
newsroom, my eyes met with
others who had similar nervous
expressions.
Why?
I didn’t believe what was being
said. They didn’t believe it either.
It had to be a cruel joke or maybe
a mistake. Things like that just
don’t happen to people we know.
But it had.
All that afternoon and evening,
I thought about Debra, the girl I
was just beginning to know.
Earlier, when I had first met her
she seemed cold, but lately she
had become friendlier.
Her last article, a staff
comment in Monday’s paper,
dealt with man ripping off nature,
a subject very dear to me. It made

me feel all the worse about her
death.
Below her article was the
headline to another staff
comment. Ironically, as if Debra
read,
offered testimony, it
"Drivers are dangerous."
The more I thought about her,
the more it hurt, and it hurt like
hell. But for me it would be easy.
For Debra’s parents, boyfriend.
and other close friends, it would
be a long difficult road to
understand why. Maybe they
never would. Who does?
Her life was cut short by a
quirk of fate. To most people her

death will mean nothing. If
everytime someone died, the
whole world mourned it, we
would have a pretty sad world.
Still, what happened has
changed me. Facing the possibility of death is something we
usually don’t do. Occasionally we
should, and now I will face it.
I believe I know how the people
close to Debra feel. I have just a
sliver of insight into their feelings
based on my own melancholy but
at the same time bitter responses.
Theirs must be a million times
worse.
Mark Bussmann

Spring means visit to allergist
Spring is here.
The thoughts of spring conjure
up pleasant thoughts of lazing in
the grass, the budding of trees
and the blooming of aromatic
flowers.
For some of us, this lovely
season only means weekly visits
to the allergist for desensitizing
shots because, sniff, the trees in
bloom, sniff, mean beautiful
shading over walkways, sniff,
and lovely Star Jasmine showing
its beautiful achoo white and
pink flowers.
Since very few of the classrooms on campus are air conditioned, the lovely aroma of

spring at its finest permeating
through the open windows (if it
ever stops raining) will leave
many of us, sniff, with swollen
nostrils, bleary eyes and, achoo,
hacking coughs.
The weekly allergy shots
fortified with daily doses of antihistamines and decongestants
will permit the ones with allergy
to lead a semblance of a normal
life.
In the meantime, since hundreds of Star Jasmine were
planted around campus last year,
the sniff, valley crud in the air
will be worse than ever this year.
Charlotte Bradford
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Chicana organizer vs
Eastside discrimination

Peace mission
may be longer
By JAN GUSTINA
Compiled from The Associated Press
SAIGONThe U.S. announced yesterday it is considering a
proposal to extend the joint military peacekeeping commission’s
stay in Vietnam beyond the March 28 expiration date.
The objective would be to create a better atmosphere for a true
and realistic cease-fire and to accomplish many tasks left undone.
The U.S. has reported unhappiness with the failure of the commission to implement a true cease-fire and to check alleged North
Vietnamese infiltration and other violations of the peace
agreement.
Such a proposal also might help the U.S. to maintain a forum
or its charges that North Vietnam is moving troops and supplies
southward.
The proposal has been discussed with the Saigon government
but has not yet been lormally proposed to the delegations of the
lour-party joint military commission.

Gray silent on Watergate affair
WASHINGTON -1.. Patrick Gray Ill, acting director of the
received orders from U.S. Atty. Gen. Richard Kleindienst
that he could no longer answer cp ;Hone about the FBI’s investigation of the Democratic national headquarters at the
Watergate last June.
Gray informed the Senate judiciary Committee yesterday of
the order at the resumption of the hearings on his nomination to
be FBI director.
Gray offered at the start of the hearings on Feb. 28 that all
senators would have access to FBI files in the Watergate case.
This was so the senators could test the files against his testimony
that the FBI had conducted an all-out, no holds barred investigation.

Inmates riot at West Virginia jail
MOUNDSVILLE, W. Va.State police surrounded the West
Virginia Penitentiary after rioting inmates seized five guards
and took control of the southern section of the prison.
Acting Warden William 0. Wallace said the riot was triggered
at 11 a.m. when an inmate jumped a guard as a group was being
removed to the showers.
Two inmates were hospitalized suffering from chest wounds.
One prisoner was seen holding a foot -long knife.

Apollo pilot
will speak
Lt. Col. Allred M. Worden.
command module pilot for the
fourth U.S. moon team, will
speak tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in
Duncan Hall 135.
The free talk, sponsored by
the student chapter of the
American
Meteorological
Society, will focus on his lunar
trip and NASA projects.
Worden, 41. orbited the
moon July 31 -August 2, 1971
while Apollo 15 team members
Col. David R. Scott and Lt. Col.
lames B. Erwin roved the
moon’s surface, collecting 180

pounds of surface material.
A member of the Air Force,
Worden is now a senior aeroswith the
pace scientist
Airborne Science Office of the
Space Science Division at the
Ames Research Center of the
National Aeronautics and
Space Administration in
Mountain View.
At NASA. Worden is involved in space shuttle
simulation studies and high
altitude observations with
specially designed aircraft.

It. Col. Alfred Worden, Apollo 15 pilot

Sofia Mendoza, community organizer

presidents.
It called tor a committee of
students, faculty, and administrators to advise each
campus president.
A.S. Pres. Dennis King said
he would probably support the
present system, if students
were provided information on
the formulas and given a role
in determining and examining
the fee charges.
"If they are using student
monies, then there should be
student input," King said.
However, the A.S. president
is more favorable to an
autonomous system similar to
the task
force proposal.
whereby student fees would
remain on the campus and not
released to the general fund.
SISU Controller Garvin
Ivens said this could be done
and could be an easier system
to manage. However, he also
contended it would lead to a
significant fee increase.
Ivens pointed out students,
while paying for a variety of

News
Community
Service"I couldn’t sit back
and see people I like and
respect laced with all these
problems." said Sofia Mendoza, a community organizer.
-When I went to school,
teachers didn’t hit you with
paddles."
Mrs. Mendoza, 70 N. King
Rd., responded this way when
asked when she decided to
take an active role in thecommunit y.
Born in 1934, in Ventura,
RanchoSespe, Mrs. Mendoza
graduated from Campbell
High School in 1953.
"When I got out of school, I
was very conservative:. said
Mrs. Mendoza. "Being from
the west side of the city. we

didn’t know that much about
the East Side."
Problems in schools
Now a resident of 15 years
on the east side. Mrs. Mendoza
recalled the neighbors’ kids
were complaining because
they were being called
"chongos" la term used to discriminate against Chicanos by
fellow classmatesj.
"I went to the school and
found they never got any
books but instead were given a
work sheet," she said.
"I questioned the principal,
Loyd Buseher about the books,
and he staled the kids were not
given books because they were
not responsible enough to take
care of them."
"I began to see the

$8.7 million budget

Dramatic aids office evolution
By STEPHEN MEYER
The Financial Aids Office
has grown into a "big
business" on campus. Last
year the office administered
$8.7 million in aid to students
compared to $25,000 prior to
1958.
Donald Ryan, director of the
Financial Aids office stated
last fiscal year. July Ito June
30. his office processed over
10,000 individual applications
representing approximately
40 per cent of the full-time
student population.
Prior to 1958, Ryan said,
"the only aid we had was very
limited scholarships and short
term emergency loans." The
aid was administered by the
defunct Dean of Women’s oflice and Dean of Men’s office.
’the scholarships averaged
approximately $100 per year
and the loans were of an
emergency nature and were
usually repaid within three
months.
In 1958 Congress enacted
Defense
National
the
Education act which established the National
Loan
Student
Defense
program (NDSL).
Ryan said it "was the first
really federal program of
limincial aid." Under the new
peogriun’a student could have
up to 50 per cent of his loan
cancelled by teaching for five
years. Ryan stated,
he reason the loan program
was established. Ryan stated,
of
the
because
was
examination of the country’s
educational institutions that
resulted after the successful
launching of the first Russian
Sputnik.
In January of 1960. Ryan
became the assistant to the
dean of students andthus assumed the responsibility for
the aid programs.
Ryan graduated from San
Jose State University in 1958.
He taught fourth graders for
one year which he gave up to
become a SJSU employee.
When the assistant dean of
students’ vacancy arose, Ryan
recalled that deans and other
of
the
admembers
ministration asked him if he
wanted the position.
He said they came to him
because he had actively
participated in SJSU student
government.
He was A.S. president in
1957-58.
"I was active in student
government the whole time I
was here," he said. He came to
the university as a freshman.
’the 1964 Economic Opportunity Act established the
work study program which
gave the assistant dean of
students’ office more money to
distribute.

Circulating student fees
returned in general fund
(Cont. from p.
There are a number of
for
recommendations
changing the present system.
Horn said one of the most
likely to succeed would be a
general fee not used for any
specific purpose or program.
Horn explained this would
be based on a certain percentage ratio whereby student
lees would pay so much while
taxpayer money would pay
the remainder.
Yet this could cause a conflict between the present state
education code which forbids
the CSUG system from
charging tuition in excess of
$25. A general fee is considered tuition by most
educators.
A change in the structure
has also come from students.
An ignored 1965 state
student task force study of M
S urged its abolishment and
substitution of a "student
services fee’ controlled by the
board of trustees and disbursed by the (;SI1C
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services, do not pay overhead
in the various operations. He
said the system presently
picks up the charge.
He added that without the
system behind it. the fee could
be subject to more pressure
then it might be able to take.
However, King believes
students might be willing to
pay a higher fee if there were
student control of the money.
King contended the present
lee arrangement is not flexible
enough to meet students’
changing priorities as to what
should and should not be
funded with student fees.
But Guttormsen believes
differently. He said the
present system, even with the
rigid formulas, is adequate.
He contended the present
general fund system is healthy
and better able to withstand
the pressure of fee increases
than a more autonomous
system.
Tomorrow: Possible fee increase?

-Because
we
the
university) were one of the
first in the country to submit
an application to the federal
government, we received all
the funds we requested," Ryan
said.
As a result, he stated the
university has the largest
work study program in the
west and the second in the
nation.
the
explained
He
university continues to lead in
the west despite a decrease in
work study funds this year
because the money is being
distributed more thinly to
more institutions. SISU has
the largest proportion.
In 1966 the state allocated
funds to establish the position
of Director of Financial Aids.
With his new title, Ryan’s oflice was located in the Office
of the Associate Dean of
Counseling and Testing.
By the Higher Education Act
of 1965 Ryan said, "Congress
created an outright grant
program." The two prior aid
programs were self help, he
stated. In other words, the
student had to do something
either by paying back the loan
or working.
The next major federal
program the Financial Aids
Office has responsibility for is
the Federal Insured Student
Loans which were established
by the Higher Education Act of
1968.
The program’s intention,
Ryan said, "was geared to assist students from middle income families."
Federally insured loan
eligibility is determined by the
student’s income compared to
his college related expenses.
Private banks loan the
money which the student pays
back after graduation. In case
the federal
of default,
government pays the bank for
its loss.
Three years ago. Ryan
slated, the office moved to its
present location in the Administration Building, Room
234.
The office has eight professional employees and 12 clerks
in comparison to the one
professional, and two clerks
when Ryan started 12 years
ago.
The Higher Education Act of
1972 established a new
program called Basic
Educational
Opportunity
Grants, but, as yet, the
program has not been funded.

1Faculty
reviews
’Dracula’
"A Dream of Dracula" by
Leonard Wolf will be reviewed
during today’s faculty book
talk by Dr. David Van Becker,
assistant professor of English.
Faculty book talks are held
every Wednesday in Room A
of the Spartan Cafeteria, and
are open to all students and
faculty.

lit talking about the I ut ure
Ryan said,"I would anticipate
financial aids is here to stay

with lust a change of emphasis
from one program to another
and maybe more state aid."

Wade HoWeil

Donald Ryan,director,eyes crowded files

MECHA elects
new chairwoman
Community News Service
MECHA, Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de Aztlan,
has elected new officers who
have expressed a strong
concern for community issues,
needs and efforts aimed at
organizing the Chicano community.
Jessie Serna, newly elected
chairwoman, expressed the

Dean list
compiled
Dr. (I.C. Williams, chairman
of the Honors Convocation
Committee, has announced a
list of President’s Scholars
and Dean’s Scholars for 1972
’spring and fall) will be posted
Humanities
outside
Department Office F.O. 127
beginning Thursday.
To qualify for the Dean’s
List, students must earn a 3.65
grade point average for one
semester. And President’s
Scholars must maintain a 4.0
tor two semesters.
Students who think they
shoud be on the list should
check either the list outside
F.O. 127 or a copy of the list in
the Student Activities Office.
Any errors in names or addresses should be reported
to the Humanities Department
011ice, F.O. 127.
Students named on the
above list will be honored at
the 11th annual Honors Convocation April 27 aU:30 p.m.
in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
A reception will follow for
honors scholars and their
parents in the Student Union,

importance of the coming
school board elections and
urged students to take an active role in the election.
Sofia Mendoza, candidate
for the City College Board of
Trustees, and Elizabeth
Rodriguez, candidate for the
District
School
Campbell
Board, talked to students
about participation in school
board elections and stated
they are seeking support.
During the past several
weeks MECHA has organized
several committees including
Cultural, Education, Barrio
I neighborhood), and In t ormat ion committee.
Each committee is concentrating on making community
and university ties stronger
committee
to
according
members.
The barrio committee has
been actively helping the
United Farm Worker’s office
by nickelling at Safeway
stores.
Members state more help is
needed and that food is being
collected to aid farm workers
in Salinas. According to
members any contributors
should contact UF’W offices in
San Jose.

H ionism

Dr. jack Kurzweil will speak
oday in the S.U. Umunhum
room at 12:30 p.m. His speech
s part of the activities of Arab
Week, which will continue
hrough tomorrow.
assistant
Kurzweil,
Dr.
professor of electrical
engineering, will speak on the
role of Zionism in the Jewish
Community.

differences in the schools and
began to document this information.- said Mrs. Mendoza.
She cited one case which
was taken to court in 1966 involving the arrests of 13
youngsters. Mrs. Mendoza
stated a youth had simply
tried to protect his younger
brother from a beating being
inflicted by a teacher.
"Two kide were involved
and 13 were arrested," said
Mrs. Mendoza "We confronted
the superintendent of schools.
George
Downing, cleaned
house and got rid of 33
teachers. ’that’s when I
became active."
After this issue, stated Mrs.
Mendoza, more people became
vocal about problems in the
schools.
"People were doing it on an
individual basis but it didn’t
work, said Mrs. Mendoza.
"Going out to speak by
yourself doesn’t
get you
anywhere but when you
organize, they hear you."
She stated her involvement
with
community
organizations such as United
People Arriba, composed of
various ethnic groups,
demonstrated the importance
of
organizations
whose
makeup reflected the ethnic
composition of the COMmuntt y.
Of equal importance was the
involvement of the local community with local issues, she
said.
"We taught people how to
petition for a stop light for the
King and San Antonio
intersection where many accidents were occuring imany
of them involving kids) said
Mrs. Mendoza. "Later we got a
stop light."
"Sometimes
we
feel
powerless," said the organizer.
"Even to gel a simple stop light
we had to put up a big fight.
We need each other badly."
According to Mrs. Mendoza,
in 1968 they were going to
name the San Antonio School,
located at San Antonio and
King Road. "Joseph George
School." George at the time
was selling Percelli Minetti
Wines which was being
boycotted by the United Farm
Worker’s Union.
"The student composition
was 89 per cent Chicano,"
stared
Mrs.
Mendoza.
"through elections the name
was changed to San Antonio
School."
"The most important thing,"
she said "is going door to door
and talking to people." She
added many times it would be
discovered the same problems
were "bugging everybody."
School trustee candidate
A candidate for the San Jose
City College Board of
Trustees, Mrs.
Mendoza
served on the advisory board
when Chicano Studies was
Income Taa-5.00 & uP
Secretarial Work
Lucy D. Veklerrerne
PubliC Notary
351 Hull Ave.
San Jose, Ca 95125
phone 211115.0613

being demanded by community members.
"I think It is very important
tor students to get involved
with their community." stated
the organizer. "Many times
students are told there is
nothing intellectual about
working with the community,
but these are the people who
are being affected where
changes must initiated."
(i1 the many problems
lacing the East Side, Mrs.
Mendoza cites police-community relations as one area
where police have never been
popular.
"I have yet to see a cop
charged with murder," stated
Mrs. Mendoza. "Every time
they kill a Black or Chicano
they get away."
She stated the reason for
this is the Civil Service Commission shich receives strong
backing from the Peace Officers Association, "hires them
right back on he force."
"Out of all this we organized
CAP (Community AlertPatrol)
to keep a check on the police,"
she said. "Out on the West
Side. I never saw police
bothering anybody."
"Once I saw a police kick a
door down," she stated, "and
they scared an old lady and
an old man half to death. They
apologized to them later but
not before scaring them."

STUDENT
SERVICES
WEST INC.
THE BEST
WAY OUT
OF SAN
JOSE.
For Free Student
Travel Information
Call 287-8301 or
stop by 235 East Santa
Clara, Suite 710, San
Jose. A student owned
and operated service.

prct

hill

Student
Services
West, Inc.

10%
DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODELS

MOTORS
STAR
371 So. Nlarkei Si. sail
Prosoot Student Body Cord For Dlogoent

If you
can drive itwe’ll
insure it for less.
Come in or call today for a
personal quotation on Insurance for your car or
motorcycle.

2513 A INCHESTER BI.
MPRELL CAL. 95008
11%110’1(10\1..11M ’.. F IN, I 01\1..11,1111’1(J’.

CSIS
404 S. Third St.
289-8681

CAMPUS
INSURANCE
SERVICE
Upstairs -corner of
3rd and San Salvador
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New College course

Pool for physical therapy
By MIKE MARKWITH
-Barry. that was great," applauded Cindy Bergantz as
Barry made a nice dive off the
diving board. He surfaced
with a look of satislaction on
his face.

acan
quite
And
complishment it was. Barry
had infantile paralysis and
needs leg braces and arm-type
crutches to walk. He is one fo
75 board and care
t Le
residents who swim at San
lose State University women’s
pool on Fridays.
Groups of retarded and
orthopedically
handicapped
children also swim there en
Fridays at different times.
junior.
Bergen’ z, a
Ms.
receives credit for her pool
work through a humanities
program.
Residents from board and care homes swim each Friday
in the women’s pool, as do mentally and orthopedically’
handicapped students from McKinnon and Chandler
Tripp schools. The sessions are part of a therapy program

Therapy session

sponsored by the New College. Students interested in
aiding the handicapped are sought.

The Student Community Involvement Program (SCIP),
lose
assisted by the San
Parks
and
Recreation
Department,
sponsors
the

swimming sessions.
John Murphy, a New

College
student, started the program
of helping board and care
residents when he realized
they didn’t get enough
exercise.
Ms. fiergantz agreed, "Ifs
good to get these people out.
Most of them lust sit around
all day and watch

’IV."

The New College class,
called "Seminar in Community
Mental Health." began last
September.
"It is also a good medium for
the students to get involved."
Murphy said. They devote two
hours a week to a board and
care home or to a project like
this.
The residents play water
games like water volleyball or
swam for enjoyment, usually
to
the
accompainment
of
popular music from the
poolside stereo.
Diana Rhoten, swimming
coordinator for Therapeutic
Recreational Services of San

Summer job
Goats confined to dorm
in preparation for barbecue interviews
By CRIS WANEK
Exchange Editor
A student at the University
ol California, Irvine, phoned
the campus police recently to
report two livegoats were confined on a dorm patio.
The UC1 police said there
were no reports of missing
goats so the pair were turned
over to the Environmental
Health and Salety Office.
It was later determined that
the goats were scheduled for
the dorm’s barbecue.
of
Arizona
University
medical student s can now tune
television sets on
n their
Saturday morning and watch
something else besides the
usual cartoon tare.
In living color, they can now

view lectures such as last
week’s dissection of a human
brain by a visiting Wisconsin
professor (with no commercial

California officials announced
recently that general tuition
will be raised from $2,460 to

breaks!).
There was no word whether
the video-tape lectures will
continue, although I suppose it
will probably depend on the
Neilson ratings the program

academic year. In 1968-69, the
student fee was only $1,800.
Stanford reported a $285
boost to $3,135. making it one

receives.
For those San lose State
University students who are
thinking of transferring to
another California college, a
tuition increase to $2000 is
being seriously connow
sidered for the University of
California.
But tuition increases aren’t
unique to UC campuses.
Southern
of
University

$2.700

for

the

1973-74

expensive
most
the
ol
universities in the nation.
Tuition increases are expected
at most of the state’s private
colleges and universities next
year.
"I find it interesting that
temale students are able to obtaM free birth control from
State
Francisco
the
San
Student Health
University
Center). but male students
can’t get prophylactics (condomsj, free or otherwise." said

a SFSU student recently.
The concerned male said, in
his letter to the editor, this is
"amazing"
since
the U.S.
Health
Department
determined a few years ago
that venereal disease is higher
in San Francisco than in any
other city around the country.
"If the male student is
conscientious enough to want
to try and prevent the contraction or passing of VD, then
he should be able to obtain
(condoms) from the Student
Health Service." he said.
However, SISU is one step
ahead in fighting this rampant social disease. Anyone
may obtain prophylactics on a
non-prescriptive basis at the
campus birth control center
during clinic hours.

Pilot project studies to become

new state-wide learning method
CHARLOTTE BRADFORD
A new kind of learning Is on

By

the way to the statewide
university and college system.
Some ol this learning is
already being altered on a
small scale,
to students
currently enrolled in learning
labs or pilot project studies,
Dr. Ron McHeath said.
Dr. McBeath, director of the
Instructional
Development
Services, said the fund for
pilot projects was established
last year following Chancellor
Glenn S. Uumke’s call for a

new approach to higher
education.
Dr. McBeath, who is responsible for coordinating the
pilot pr wt.!
proposals Iron]

laLts0 al Si SU, said pilot
projects take a long time to
lund, set-up and develop into
something functional.
1973-74
the
Presently
Governor’s Budget includes a
special tund of approximately
$1.5 million which will be
for
college and
available
university pilot projects he
added.
Dr. McBeath said on this
campus there are now 12
independent learning labs for

29 courses. An average of
2.200 students spend from one
to four hours weekly doing
independent studies because
id the pilot projects that were
approved and funded last
1/ Par.

Soule ol the pilot pruleLLS
instituted at that time involve
the use of learning media that
are prepared principally by
university faculty with help
the Instructional
through’
Resources Center, he said.
Ur. McBeath said the first
project
pilot
on
meeting
proposals dealt with general
orientation, but the meeting,
on March 27 at 11 a.m. in Engr.

132, will be a discussion with
chancellor’s office representatives.
The nature of the grant discussed in the first meeting, inadvantage
of
volved
the
channeling money to the campus through the pilot projects
he ridded.

methods so that students will
have
the
opportunity
to
experience alternative means
of learning, he said.
"Our goal is to meet the
specific needs of students, not
to explore for research." he
said, "we, therefore, hope to
implement innovative practices that have been proven
worthwhile."
Since no one method is a
panacea in learning, we must

recognize the relevance of
sharing different methods of
learning in a disciplined way,
Dr. McBeath said.

Center avoids academia
training.
The Leininger Community
Center, located on Senter Road
near Happy Hollow Park,
idlers classes both during the
day
and
at
night. The

programs are open to students
at SISU, but Program Director
Nancy Drewek noted "there
two or three
were only
students from San lose State
University taking classes."
The center plans to offer 71
classes this spring covering
everything from gardening to
social dancing.
Classes at the center run
from six to eight weeks in
length at costs ranging from $3
Iii $R. They are taught by
people in the community and
cover home arts, social activities and fine arts.

’rhe classes are open to
anyone except the various
children’s classes are open
only to children of certain age

groups.
The center also serves as a
place for various exhibits and

shows. This year the center
scheduled six such shows.
ranging from a tropical fish
show to a woodcarving show.
The woodcarving show is
being co-sponsored by the
Northern California Woodcarvers Association and will
Mature carvings from artists
’rum all over the area.
The St.

center,

lames Community
which like the

Leininger center is run by the
San lose Parks and Recreation
department also is offering
classes this spring. Located at
the corner of Third and St.
lames streets it will offer 50
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Church in San Francisco, and
Jessica Mitford. authoress of
"American Way of Death," will
"Prisoner’s
a
speak
at
Meeting" at 8 p.m.
tomorrow, at the Fiesta Latina
Hall. 301 E. Santa Clara St.,

Solidarity

San lose.
The Rev. Williams. spiritual
adviser to Angela Davis. will
speak on the pending trial of
the San Quentin Six.
Ms. Milford. will talk about
her new book to be published
soon concerning the California
Also speaking will be Sofia
Mendoza, who has worked
Quentin
with the San
prisoners and is a candidate in
the upcoming election for the
San lose Community College
District Board of Governors.

F ’,attiring

Jest Jammin’
Lady Red Eclipse
2).PIT 5

Saturday, 9 p.m. to 1:00 am.
College Union Ballroom
9th & San Carlos

Chesebrough-Ponds

lose

State

University’s

Building QQ on Ninth Street.
PG & B recruiters will
only interview civil, electrical
(power sequence only), and
mechanical
engineering
students who are or will be
juniors by lone of this year.
Thjose
preferred
by
Chesebrough-Ponds
are
business majors at their junior
level ore year away from completing their education.

tastic and s cry less aiding. Ii
good to get these people to t
pool and it’s a good feeling tu
help them."

graduate student.
The rearded children are
from McKinnon School lor the
trainable mentally retarded.
Connie Lawrence, principal ol
the school, directs the
program.
"In this water learning

Miss

Ithoten

said anyone

who wishes to volunteer is
inure than welcome to come to
the pied oh Fridays

Take
a
Levi’s
trip.

program we reinforce learning
techniques and concepts that
the children learn in school,"
Miss Rhoten said. They are
taught through in and out of
water exercises.

"One exercise." Miss Rhoten
said, "to help learn the parts ol
the body and direction is to
have them fill buckets with
water and follow our instructions to pour the water, for

instance, on their left elbow."
Students nom adaptive P.E.
classes help out with this
program.
The Chandler Tripp School,
orthopedically
hanfor
dicapped children, has the
other time slot. They receive

Make it to the Gap.
For the Bay Area’s
greatest selection of
Levi’s’ Over 4 tons per
store. Levi’s -that’s all we
carry. From Levi’s for
Gals’. To Levi’s Sta-Prest’
slacks. Good trip.

a

much greater range of
movement because of its support."
’rhe Recreation 194 class requires 25 hours a semester in a
therapeutic recreational activity of this nature, so many
ul the students help with this

Chesebrough-Ponds will be
hiring a retail drug salesman,
which will involve 12 weeks of
travel through the Northwest.

PG & E recruiters will be at
SISLI Tuesday. April 3, while
Chesebrough-Ponds
the
for
are
set
interviews
Thursday, Arpil 5.

Mince. will conduct Iwo workshops in
the SAL Loma Print. Ballroom at 2 p.m
French film "Pic et Pic at Collegram- will
bin enreened in IC 141 at 3:30 p.m. Ad.
mission is S1.25.
Poetry rmdiagt Pont lanice Minkatani
will read iruw her poetry in the mini El.
tort Collee House at 7 p.m.
Mende Night: "Execution in Autumn
and "1. he Sword" will be shown in
Morris Dailey Auditorium al 7:30 p.m.
mlintssion charge.
Arabian Night: Music, songs, and the
dances ol the Areb countries will be
presented byt he Organisation of Arab
hilicients in the SAL. Loma Prieto
Hallroom at 7:20 p.m.
French Ftho director Mario Karmits
present his latest film "Coup por Loup
and talk with students about film lechni
cow in IC 141 at 7:30 p.m. Admission in
211.75.
Friday
MEGHA will meet at 3:30 p.m in ale
Nil Pacifica Room
Gomm Potaletlalom The first annual
Names will be held in the 5.11.11munhum
Room at 2 p.m.
French Film "Le V lager" will be shown in
11., GII al 3:30 p.m. Admission is S1.25.
Friday Flick. prwente "Dutch Cassidy
and the Sundance Kid," Marring Peal
Newman and Robert Redford. to be
shown in Morris Dailey Auditorium at 7
p.m. Admission le 50 cent..
French flee’Paps. tee Petits Bateaux"
and ’P0011.1880" will be screened in IL
14 i at 7.30 p.m. Admission is 51.75.
International Choir Feellesh Severe]
choral groups from local high school,
will compete in Concert Hell at 11:15 p.m
Ni, admission charge.
Saturday
"Alan’ en Genre." is the title of the
U.S.
of
appearance
guest
Longresewoman Bells Afton. 0-N.Y..
who will epee!, at the Foothill College
Gym at 6 p.m. Admission is 111.50.
Ammer to Tomeley’oClamosQ1NA..leck
iepry
... rayed Mussolini in -The Greet
tutiii
Cinema QIII stub. Dey...Who was the
tint actor to play the role of lodge Hardy
bHoyarday,,101 Irm ealppAenadredw harisi
n...thoeu
Andy,cowboy
Singing Sandy the lost einging cowboy .
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program.
While Barry the diver, gets
great satisfaction from activitiea of this sort, so do many
of the volunteers.
Ms.
Bergen’ z exclaimed,

Positions available with Pt,
& E are planning and design ol
gas and electric systems.
construction, operation and
maintenance, administrative
engineering, and marketing.

Spa rtaguide
Wiley
Environment: but Koupal. cmlounder 01
the People’s Lobby. will speak today in
he SU. Loma Prieta Ballroom at 1:30
i.m. No admission charge.
Wedeesdey Glemele presents ’’the
rench Connection:. the Oscar-winning
police drama. to be shown in Morris
Daily Auditorium at 3:30 and 7:30 p.m.
Admission is 50 cents.
WISU Greenne will screen three movies in
the Women’s Gym. beginning at 7 p.m.
limo prizes will be awarded and
reit:cabmen’s will be served. Admission
is 15 cents.
SISU Slew. Club will men l at B p.m. in
the Itt Pecoica Room.
SISII Society for OM Adrascommt at
Management will hear a guest speaker at
Costanoen Room.
7 p.m. in the
Wet Effort Coffer Haw will feature a
Latin Soul Dance and Fowl gathering
eginning at 5 p.m. Guest entertainers
will tie Purple Hasae Y Los Unison
Book Talk: "A Dream ol Dracula" by
Leonard Wolf will be discussed by Dr.
Havid Van Becker in the Spartan
Galeteria at 12:30 p.m.
Selmer, Ralph Robineon of the Philcohord Co. will speak in LEH 515813:15p.m.
French NW ImilIvalt "Pic et Pic el
i.ollegratil and Pauline 1880" will be
shown at 7:30 p.m. in IC 141. Admission
la 51.75.
Ur. R. Hungate ol the
gmeloart
I lniversity of CaliforMis el Davis will
speak in DMH 227 at 7:30 p.m.
Commit The Faculty Trio, composed ot
pianist I ohn Delevoryas. violinist
Lauren labey, and cellist Donald
Homul h. will perlorm in Concert Hall at
6.15 p.m. No admission charge.
Tomorrow
SW Manpower Admit...Walton ChM
will meet this week at Plateau 7. located
at 777 No. First St.. at? p.m. All business
mature are welcome to loin.
Sipe Oohs ChI Deadline Dinner at
pm. In the Sit 0’ Sweden Restsurent.
tem Auserle Aye. Guest speaker will
urn William here. Los Angeles Times
reporter who sped 46 days in mil for
Musing. reveal his new sources. Price
for dinner is 113.50 tor ISSU student mind
57 or the general public.
Folk Doom Workeber Dick Crun. one
s top authonlie on folk
fi the not

1.11day dl

can’t move much on land,
noted Miss Rhoten. "But," she
added, "in the water they have

Student Employment Office,

Prison system.

spring will
and will run
the end of the

raw. Rowell

PREPARATION FOR MAY

The Rev, Cecil Williams.
minister at Glide Memorial

Classes this
begin March 27.

Presents

Student at Leininger Community Center
Ft,
Fd

Prison
talks

classes in the same areas as
does the Leininger Center.

until near
semester.

the

ekety

pool.
She
provides
lifeguards and checks in all
participants. She is a SISU

instruction and
swimming
therapy.
"Many ol these children are
confined to a wheelchair and

Company
may
schedule
interviews starting today in
San

Pilot project funding is our
only means of making money
available to develop new

Open to SJSU students

Not lar from campus there is
another place where students
can take classes. The only
ditterence is the classes are
not academic. but range front
yoga lo dog obedience

Students seeking summer
jobs with the Pacific Gas and
Electric Company (PG&Ej or

I Ihse,
the
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Fairytale love story

Cinderella enchants kids

Have you got anything in light blue?" The age old adage "If the shoe fitswear It" is
dramaticized in this scene of Cinderella.

"’eh"

IEntertainitne
St. James Infirmary
features antique fantasy
By PAULA DORIAN
Most people look down to
the ground to find things but
this is not the case at St. lames
Infirmary, located in Mountain View off Moffet Blvd.,
where everything hangs down
and everyone looks up.
Sawdust, peanut shells, the
bar, table and chairs are the
only things on the floor and
everything else hangs from the
ceiling.
Seeing Aunt jemima, a
German fighter plane,
bathtub, stagecoach, a 100-

amazon lady, water bottles, ancient signs, and bicycle
seats hanging above your head
is a rather unique experience.
Between the sound effects of
elephant stampedes, good
music, a barrel of peanuts and
a busy bar, one might call the
place an antique fantasy land.
St. lames Infirmary is
geared towards a 21 to 30year-old atmosphere yet one
can find people from all walks
of life: longhairs to suit and tie
businessmen.
The prices are geared to

Swedish film shines
in lackluster year
N 11A VIII BIN
Special to the Daily
At a time when movies are
experiencing little popularity.
a Swedish picture called "The
Em:grants" stands out in a
relatively lackluster year.
Telling the story of a small
band of Swedes who give up
their meager home life for the
land of plenty called America,
he Emigrants" is blessed
with several things.
almost
the
First,
overwhelming talent of the
picture’s director, film editor,
and photographer, Ian ’I’roell
stands out. He has done a fantastic job in all three
departments. especially when
you consider this is one of his
first films.
Second, the acting of the
three leading stars is
superlative. Max von Sydow.
a veteran of many Ingmar
Bergman pictures, proves
again he is undoubtedly
Sweden’s greatest actor. In
this picture he plays the leader
of the Swedes who is trying to
get his wife and three children
across the ocean safely to
America.
Another acting honor
should go to Eddie Axberg,
who plays Sydow’s brother.
He is youthful and can see only
the excitement of the voyage,
none of the hardships.
the greatest praise of all

Faculty trio
to perform
free concert
The San lose Stale
University Faculty Trio will
present a free concert tonight
at 8:15 in the Concert Hall.
The trio is composed of
pianist lohn Delevoryas,
violinist, Dr. Lauren lakey of
the Music Department. and
Donald Homuth. principle
celloist for the San lose
Symphony.
Included in the program are
-Trio, Opus 1, No. 3- by
Beethoven, "Trio in Nine Short
Movements" by Henry Cowell.
and "Trio, Opus tot" by
Brahma,

however, should go to Liv
Ullmann, who plays Sydow’s
wile. The emotional range she
displays makes her a top
choice for the Academy’s best
actress award.
In the picture she suffers the
loss of one child before the
journey starts, as the result of
poor food. ’then, another is
lost on the voyage, from the
same cause. But through all
she forges ahead, hoping for
the promise of a new life. Miss
Ullmann gives a performance
that cannot be overpraised.
Another thing, the picture
has going for it is the fact much
of it takes place on American
shores in 1844. Not many
foreign language films deal
with our country. and this
makes "’the Emigrants" a
rarity.
The fact that "The Em migrants" is a foreign film
should not turn anyone off.
The dubbing is done as well as
can be expected, but there are
many scenes where there
isn’t much dialogue, and all the
viewer can do is watch the action.
scenes
many
With
magnificently re-created, the
picture attains the stature of
an epic that has usually been
reserved for the American
tilms.
The fact that "The Em migrants is only the third
toreign film in the history of
the Academy Awards to be
nominated for best picture,
despite the fact that foreign
(alms have a category all their
own, is a tribute to it’s
greatness.

students, so there is almost no
doubt one could afford it living
on a student income.
Many beer drinkers and
peanut eaters come to St.
lames Infirmary and devour
1.000 pounds of goobers
’peanuts) per week and have
given St. lames Infirmary a
name for holding the world’s
largest Budweiser account.
When people feel like dancing, they clear the tables and
dance. ’the music ranges from
sing-a -longs to super mellow
and acid to country and
western, blues and jazz.
St. lames Infirmary is
owned by airplane pilots who
run seven other places like the
throughout
Infirmary
California and Arizona.
’they fly around the world
picking up odd, unusual and
antique objects.
After all, where else can one
find a sign saying: San lose,

California Population 3.080.
People can even trade and
swap unusual things for
drinks at the bar.
Everything from bras for
massive breasts, to antique or
oversized items if unusual, can
be traded for one o- more
drinks.
Three managers keep the
place open from 11:30 a.m. to 2
a.m, every day and are fully
stalled to encounter many
people.
Their unique menu is priced
at 99 cents except for their
New York steak. Beer is 33
cents and all hard drinks are
69 cents. Not many places can
match the prices or the quality
of food or drink, not to mention
what drinks sell for at "happy
hour."
If you are interested in
paraphernalia and good
prices. St. lames Infirmary is a
unique experience.

By NANCY BAKER
Keeping all audience ill kids
quiet is an accomplishment:
keeping them interested as
well is a miracle.
I’lw fairytale "Cinderella"
managed the miraculous in its
Saturday
morning
performance by the Youth
iheater of San lose State
t Iniversity.
Directed
by
Gayle
Cornelison. SISU professor of
drama, the play ran eight
shows an three days for over
3.000 people, most oh whom
were under 10.
The illness among some cast
members became a little obvious as lines were dropped by
the sufferers and picked up
again by the healthy.
However, the young actors
handled the situation fairly
well.
The Charlotte Chorpenning
version of the classic included
some scenes not in the
original, and these scenes
provided a chance for comedy.
Especially enjoyable was the
wild dancing between the ugly
stepsisters (Bobbie McGee
and Peggy Shannon) and the
prince’s mean cousin Galafron
’Robert Tottl and his
manservant Curdkin (Lloyd
Waiwaiole).
’the tale otherwise followed
the traditional line: Cinderella
(Nancy Merrell). scolded by
her wicked stepmother and
stepsisters, feared she could
not attend the royal ball until
the well-timed entry of her
fairy godmother Iludith Carr).
With the assistance of fairy
dust and her imagination.

Cinderella became clothed in a
beauldol gown, leapt into a
pumpkin carriage, and rode Mt
to the ball where she met the
prince ’Brian Lewis) and
naturally fell in love.
Things were going well until
the fatal midnight chimes
when a frantic Cinderella
dashed past prince, sisters,
queen ’Micky Benson) and
court lady (Sally Crockett).
belore returning to rags.
Alter some suspense, the
search for the missing
stranger, facilitated by the lost
slipper, brought the anxious
prince and his herald ’Michael
Pappas) to Cinderella’s home.
Despite the evil tricks of her
sisters, she Meson the slipper,
proves her identity, and lives
happily ever after.
The young audience seemed
to enjoy especially the
sparkling entry of the godmother who was lowered on a
cloud-shaped swing (courtesy
ol the technical crew under
Prolessor lames Earle, Jr.).
Except for the magics involved
with the character, she
portrayed the weakest role.
’the rich costuming by Rory
lones was of silks and
organzas, designed from 250
year old patterns. The magic
sets were designed by Warner
Blake, with students Lynn
McKee and Charles Kogan
directing lighting and sound.
respectively.
Although a few characters
were weak and some lines
were lost, the play was an enjoyable event for the kids who
Hocked to the actors later
begging for autographs.

Where it’s at I

’Dietrich to open
at Circle Star
Marlene Dietrich will be
appearing at the Circle Star
Theatre in San Carlos March
22-25.
Her
musical
arrangements are by Burt
Bacharach.
The comedy team of Mitzi

McCall and Charlie Brill will
appear with Dietrich.

expose himself honestly to the
readerwith racously-shocking dialogue. He conveys the
image of a cynical idealist who
took the wrong road in life. But
alter all his biting remarks
about women (dames, broads
and whores), he can only write
touchingly about his
striper-wife. He betrays his
vulnerability many times
throughout the book and
blows his "tough guy" guise.
Bruce was reared in New
York by his divorced, lewish
mother during the Depression.
He ran away from home at age
Ili to join the Navy. He decided
to get out, and did so. by dressing like a WAC and parading
around the ship’s deck at night
like a ghost. He worked the
burlesque joints as an M.G.
and comedian and met his
Honey
stripper -wife.
Harlowe, in one of them.
Between various show -biz
bookings. Bruce conned
money out of rich, old ladies
by pretending to be a missionary priest collecting
donations for a leper colony.
He made the nightclub circuit,
mot arrested for using
obscenity in his acts, got

KM, KIM MEW, KTA
KILOK, MIME, KILIV
All good stations. In fact, we’ve taken
the best records from all of these stations, added a few of our own, and
come up with a brand new sound. We
think you’ll like it.

divorced, got arrested several
other times for narcotics
possession and wrote this
book when he was 39.
He died, at age 40, when he
bell off a toilet seat with a
needle full of herion stuck in
his arm.
He pops up an idea about
every four paragraphs to confront the reader. He will concoct a theoretical situation to
illustrate, for example, racism.
You really believe in
segregation? You’ll fight for it
to the death? (1K. here’s your
choice, You can marry a White,
While woman or a black, Black
woman. The while. White
woman is Kate Smith. And the
black. Black woman is Lena

Cinderella

Iii’ history of the Chinese in
America entitled "How We
Got HereThe Chinese," will
be broadcasted Friday. March
23, at 10 p.m. on KQED
’Channel 9). It will be shown
over KQED-FM 188.5) as well.
The program will cover the
period from the early arrival of
the Chinese until the present
day. Parts of the show include
the contributions the Chinese
made in helping build the
American West and the
hardships they encountered
while trying to make a life for
themselves.
The story will be presented
an the form of short dramas.
music, sound effects. overhead
conversations and is based on
historical documents.
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fWINNER OF THREE ACADEMY
AWARD NOMINATIONS

BEST ACTOR
LAURENCE a_
Oil VIER I

MICHAEL
CAINE

Amateur

Topless!!
WEDNESDAY
NIGHT
to winner
$15 all participants
LD CALI
i
l’ICIPANTS
$25

BEST DIRECTOR
JOSEPH L. MANKIEWICZ
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El RANCHO DRIVE-IN

Tickets from $3.50 to $7.50
are available at the Circle Star
Box Office, Macy’s and
Ticketron.

Horne. Now make your choice.
Lenny Bruce could be described as a "happening" -20
years before people even knew
what a "happening" was.
I’m a parasite. says Bruce.
whose whole structure of
success depended on despair:
I. Lenny Brucea comedian
who has thrived both
economically and egotistically
upon the corruption and
cruelty (I) condemn with
humor.
Poor, censored Bruce had
praise, books, movies, plays
written about him and had
comedians
present-day
copying his style...after he
died. He would have liked the
irony in it all.

lett)

Drama of
Chinese on
K.Q.E.D.

Al the Bodega in Campbell: Albert King, lThursl; Hallelugah,
’Fri, Satj.
At the Wine Cellar in Los Gatos: Dirk Hamilton, lThursi: Barb
and Steve,. ISat).
At Garret Pruneyard in Campbell: Yankee Hill, Karen Cory, Inc
Seara. and Barb and Steve throughout the weekend.
At Ricard’s in San lose: Gary Smith Blues Band, )Fri): Slam
Hammer, (Sat).
At the Warehouse in San lose: All These People, 1Fri, Sat).
Al the Hatch Cover-Cellar in San lose: Locran, (Fri); Maxwell.
’Sat).
At Isadore’s in San lose: The Duncan Sisters, (Thurs. Fri, Sal)
At the Fog Horn in San lose: Egg Teeth, IThurs); Mellow, (Fri).
At Winterland in San Francisco: Neil Young and Linda
Rondstadt, (Wed. Thursl

Lenny Bruce jabs all
with unsparing insights
By JOYCE YAMASHITA
Nightclub satirist -comedian
Lenny Bruce (circa 1950’s)
was exalted for his dirty,
philosophical jokes...after he
died. During the height of his
career, Time magazine labeled
him "the sickest of them all;"
the newspapers had a field day
covering his obscenity and
narcotics trials.
Audiences walked out
because Bruce was too harsh
in his description of human
faults like hypocrisy, racism,
crime and sexual taboos.
Bruce’s
Lenny
autobiography. "how to talk
dirty and influence people," is
written in a stream -of consciousness style and he
spares no one, including
himself, with his devastating
and tunny insights on society.
Yet he is well-read and
intelligent. Quotes from
Thomas Wolfe and many other
philosophers sprinkle the
pages and are uncannily clever
in drawing life’s parallels.
Bruce never cops-out on his
rocky, personal life. He tells
his most intimate emotions
embarrassing
and
situationsthe better to
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Anders irked at officials

Gymnasts place second
By RAY MORRISON
Spartan coach Rea Anders
came away from the Pacific
Athletic Association
(mast
gymnastic finals last weekend
in San Diego more disgusted at
how the meet was run than of
his teams second place finish.
We had high school coaches
as judges instead DI the required national certified
referees,- Antlers said. "This
hurt each team by at least 15
points and cost our all-around
men a chance to participate in
’National
NIL:AA
the
Athletic
AsCollegiate
sociation’ finals next month."
Slate
Angeles
Los
University won the finals with
281 points followed by San
lose Stale University 12731.
Long Beach Slate University
1255), TIC-Santa Barbara 1242)
Alter playing se ..en games last week to make-up for lost ground. the Spartan nine was halted again
by poor weather conditions. The varsity will attempt to lit yesterday’s postponed game with th,
University of Oregon into a doubleheader tomorrow. The first of two seven -inning games will begin
et I p.m. at Municipal Stadium.

Sports
Refs blow whistle
on intramural play
’Whistle While You Work
the theme song ol Walt
Disney’s movie classic Snow
While and the Seven Dwarls,
and Thursday nights cage action proved that otlicials
working intramural games are
avid movie tans.
With the constant twittering
ul the referees whistle, and the
yelling of "foul.- one would
have thought that the flock
had made an early landing lit
Spartan Gym on the way T,
Capistrano.
R.I.P.’, overcoming Sigmc
NUS 14 points via the igul linp.
which gave them a nine puini
lead at the hall 26-17, tor,
back to rip their fraternal
opponents 44-40 to grab .1
division
share of Th ursday
second place.
Bob Luber I or R.I.P.’and bol
Norris of Sigma Nu but
garnered lb points to pace th,
shin 0g.
In other Thursday "6
league action:
The Road Runners upped
their record to 4-0. when the \
detoured the Tau Delis 82-47
Bang Gang won the battle tit
the nun -victorious, when thm
popped the N’oungbloods 4544.
I heta Chi, despite 22 points
by Marty Scharf Cr. lell to Tn:.
Was

Hats keep its undefeated mark
alien they lopped the Sigma
Nu No. I live 38-36.
Nubs culled Putt -n -Stull
b4-41, with Marty Smith
iediting the victors with 18
Ron Dunn dump’’,

in 17 for the losers.
Thursday
’1.:"
Division
results: the ’lanky Fools
divided the 375ers 44-32, Los
Chincones alamoed Sigma Nu
t:’ 44-12, and the Penetration
Gang busted the Ills. 45-

Intramural Basketball
A lii,isinn
11.0,
Nubs
Pull n Stull
Suomi No Nu I
"5" Diviales
Kiiailiunnrrs

SCSI Lju
’
Gang
I /ells
.,41.10040
I Melinda
les 1.hinconell
lanky Feels
Penetration Cane
1.1.1.S.
375 ark
Slain,. Nu "C"

4 to

Siunia No If
runts!.

a
4
4 0
2
1 .1
4

NEED MONEY
Come in and see us, we loan money on Jewelry,
typewriters, cameras, etc.
We also specialize In:
Diamond Setting, Watch Repair, EarpiercIng, Gilts.

By DON OIOVANNINI
the Spartan
linkmen,
learning the hard way that in
gull some very good rounds
and some very bad rounds
make for a bad tournament,
linished ninth in a held of nine
in the Aztec Invitational at
San Diego last weekend.
We had some very good
rounds and some very high
rounds, but we were only tour
shots out of fifth place and obviously our inconsistency hurt
us.- commented coach lerry
room on his teams
perlormance over the par 72
Carlton Oaks layout.
Most consistent for the
Spartans was lim Knoll who
bred 74-73-78-225. But inconsistent things did happen
on the course with the rest of
the team, such as Dean May
75-77-75-227. Kim Porter 7579-73-227, Mark Lye 75-83-73231. Paul Bayhnuse 78-78-79231. and Phil Barry 80-72-82234.
he team can lind some con-

solation however that this was
an extremely tough field with
the University of Texas and
the University of Houston, the
No. 1 and No. 2 teams in the
nation last year were
competing. Four of the top ten
teams last year were there.
Texas did, in fact, win the
tourney with a team score of
881 followed by Arizona Stale
with 883. Ben Crenshaw. the
best known amateur in
America. won the individual
honors by lour shuts with a
lour under total of 212. He shot
71. 68. and 73.
Vromn reflected that the
weather has been causing the
inconsistency which plagued
the club in the tournament.
"We’ve been progressing too
slowly because of the bad
weather, and the bad rounds
can be eliminated with the
coining of good weather," he
elaborated.
What’s worse, the teams two
strongest players. Barry and
Lye, have been playing poorly

STUDENTS NEED YOUR CAR
SERVICED OR REPAIRED?
LEAVE IT AT SILVA TEXACO
WHILE YOU ARE IN CLASS

SILVA

PARKING
TUNE-UP

Vroom as going to give some
ol his freshman players a
chance since they have seen
little action so for this season.
Paul Hanh and Don Thames
will be getting their licks as
soon as possible.
the squad will travel to
Silvered County Club in
Napa for their next match.
Fresno State University will
be the opponent for the March
26 confrontation. Tee -oft time
I.. I p.m.

’ I he 0111Clalb 11:111 it set up
where two events were going
un al one lime.- Antlers said.
’1 his made it so that when the
performers would get through
with one routine, they would
have to Marl another one
i I hop( any rest in between,
Anders said that the bad
conditions helped bring his
together as a unit to

Ruggers’
win skein
ends,13-10
III’
Rugby club’s
lirst team saw its modest tour
game winning streak come to
an end last Saturday in
Moraga when they were
defeated by St. Marys 13 to 10.
the seconds’ could salvage
only a lie with the seconds’ of
St. Marys at 7-7. The Gaels
scored with less than a minute
tell to gain the tie.
Once again. Steve Zanatell
led the scoring with two tries,
and Dave Paul added a
conversion. The seconds’ Ray
Swayne scored the only try
and Bart Larson made good on
a penally kick.
Coach Ron Maclieth said,
The game was played on a
very hard and rut -filled field
which resulted in a few
twisted ankles and limited our
ability to get our offense
moving."
the ruggers take their 5-5
record into the Monterey
I ornament this weekend
with competition on both
tn.il order y and Sunday.

HORIZONS WEST BANK SUPPLY CO.
PRESENTS
MU 1‘11 e

FOR 14.1.00
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ork.
I lie haiti matured
during those two hectic days.
though I hope the tournament
inlicials will have corrected
Iwtore next year. 1 he first yeer Spartan
mentor considered his
gymnastic program a success
and believes he has the top
material needed next year.
We have built our program
into a winner and with some
recruiting for the side horse
event we should lake the
PCAA crown next year. Barnwell. McCormack and
Williamson travel south today
Iii compete in the Long Beach
invitational. Barnwell will
work OBI in the parallel bars
and
high
bar
while
McCormack and Williamson
will perlorm on the rings.
On Friday, the junior
varsity will take on Diablo
IVa111e1y
,11
College and the SISU
alumni at 7:30 p.. in a non scoring meet at the Spartan

mi
einem
eur re..pa

TIRES

SINCE 1936

378-9191

01 Idle.

(NAME -PLEASE FRINT1

1755 So. Winchester Blvd.

sass

Barnwell retained ills high bat
crown
with
an 8.70
performance and added a third
in vaulting at 8.15. Steve
Berglund garnered third in the
parallel bars with an 8.55
routine
while
Steve
McCormack look a third in the
still rings with an 8.80.
SISU finalists who tailed to
qualify include Ken Linney.
!mirth 18.4) in the floor
exercise: Hubert Graft. sixth
17.31 in the pommel horse; Cli I
Williamson. fourth )8.35f ii
the still rings: Dave Squires.
litth 18.31 in vaulting and
Cameron, sixth ’6.65’ on Ill
high bar.
Anders slated that the meet
formal was not up to NCAA
standards and with the help of
other irrate coaches helped
change it to that.

Golfers falter;
last in tourney

KASSLER JEWELERS
(Cen,obell Shopping Center)

ruin

and San Diego Slate
University 1781.
for the NCAA
nals in Eugene. Oregon.
April 5-b. a team had to get 300
points or win the meet. Allaround men had to earn 96
points
and
individual
performers had to be anent the
top three finishers in each
event.
the Spartan all-around men
linished in three of the lop tour
spins with Bill Barnwell
collecting the title with 87.2
points while lohn Cameron
look second with 83.2 and
George Hadres added a fourth
at 72.20. Cameron and Hadres
are freshmen and will be
returning as all-around men
next year.
three members did quality
lor the NCAA finals as

(ZIP)

OW ONE WEEK FOR DELIVERY

ADD 506 PER PURSE
FOR SALES TAX.
POSTAGE
.,
TOTAL
ENCLOSED
CHECKS PAYABLE TO
HORIZONS WEST
227W Douglas El Caton Cu) 92020

. . . well, maybe not a
million, but we do have
all of Winsor & Newton’s fine Artists’ Oil
Colors. Everything
from Alizarin Crimson
to Zinc Yellow. We’ve
got Winsor & Newton’s
Water colors too, dozens of ’em. Stop in and
see them all.
"’IN"
Ne44\
,)/4, ,41-24V91
1(11.-1s/
e

78 volley For
Son Jote.248-171
365 Son Fintonkp Rd.
t
.9411 0

CLASSIFIED

AN
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915
Food Supplements llnslant Protein
Vita C Vita E Calcium etc I
Home Cleaners (Basic H. L etc I
Beauty Aids (Protemized Shampoo sic
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3866
LOVE YOUR BOSS
With SHAKLEE you are your own boss
No Ouotas
No Rise!
No Pressure
Our incentives are ample
Every distributor has different goals 13
different approaches The fact that our
natural products really are the finest is
reflected in our
UNPRECEDENTED Sales Growth
These figures win
BLOW YOUR MIND
Please make comparisons
We will ask you to do a little research
before we lel you sponsor in
JOHN & MARY
466 SO 5th 02
297-3866
GUYS AND GALS’
Join a college-age BALLET class at
Eufrazia School of Ballet BOOM lechni
gue lot begmning dancers Smell
ciasses-indooduai attention Beverly
Eutrium Grant Director 241-1300
GOT A PROOLSM OR A QUESTION?
Campus SOS can help Call the Spartan
Daily afternoons after 2 p In 277-3181
--- --TALENTED SONGWRITERS
Musicians. singers & groups wented by
Putaishing/Production firm 292-2222
DO YOU eke A S programs here on cernPue? If not. don 1 Bitch apply for Me
program board Apply in Me A S office
NAY FEVER (Mar Apr MilyTi In ist 12
days of your season get tree pills and
012-22107 drug study TAviST 321-4412
FRIDAY FLICKS "BUTCH CASSIDY
NIG
THE SUNOANCE KIDPAUL NEWMAN I ROBERT REDFORD,
MAR. 23, 7 1 10 Pet MORNS DAILEY
MID. MI ADM.
BEGINNING YOGA Lessons star! Turnday. March 20 Cell 266-5445
’JONI IN ALASKA" vitilabw now This
handbook covers all fields summer and
career opportunities Plan YOUR adventure. $300 JIA. Box 1565 Anchorage AK
99510

AUTOMOTIVE
12 YELLOW BEETLE SEDAN h/W) 4
sod radio St 650 297.4394 eve

FLEETWOOD MAC TICKETS .,..
m the A 5 B 0 April 11 8 pm men’s
1,m une show only-2 400 seats $250
,lildrints sir, A S card $350 general
public
’62 VW REBUILT engine NEW tires Best
otter ’293-1867 or 277-3448
’68 TR-260 ’61-1-/W-6em per 6205 9th *27
or wave note BX 289 Bldo 0 Maw
Conegel
FOR SALE: Honda 250 Excellent $200
426.0413
’72 HONDA CS Etc cond.. to miles.
luggage rock, beck rest tune-up, new
battery in Feb (receipts) $525 225-2885
’68 NOVA. BLUE 0950 3 spud floor 8 cyl
i; eng Good cond Cell 358-6407
Mo,t SELL IMMED
64 JAVELIN SST 34398. Power steering.
nosver brakes automatic clean, excellent condition S1.150 Call 288-4867
HEARSE ’42 CAD. Many new parts Excellent original condition $800 Call 29767s5 latter sunset,
MARRIED COUPLE wanted to manage
ants a Mundrette Must be capable of
maintenance work 287-49.01
1968 V.W. STATION WAGON.
new/engine. tires. II mord, excellent
flood 5875 Or Oner ALSO... 1510 V.W.
BUG excellent school car 6.000 mi on
engine must fell $1125 or offer call Nei Ue
95 PONT. LE MANS 335. Hurst 4-spies
New brakes water pump 8 Inning gear
$650 217-6822 or 296-5813

FOR SATE
PART-T1ME work in parks Lk recreation
includes recreidion water safety and
maintenance Applications must be
received by 3118173 Apply at Recreation
Office. 201 South Rengstorff. mounted.,
View, CA 94040, Phone 1415) 9693890
AN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER
58151 BOOTS-Head Standards 200cm
w/bindinge $55 Leather buckle boots
size 11-$10 (on campus) call 277-8233
THE LOST FLEA MARKET. 50 variety
shops -1040 S 1st St Ph 293-2323
Open We dust Sun 8-4 30 II 95 30 Free
parking a eonussion Thousands of
useful items entigUel I coilectabies
111AVI THIS AD: Before yOu punctuate
costly stereo equip retail check w/as for
discount prices to &IS students Ion all
your needs) We guarantee the lowest
prices in the Rely Area on such nemeses
Sansui Pioneer, Savant, Tersc Dual
etc Call us for weekly spectate tool 292’
5583 or 752-2028

_
ISLACKLITE POSTERS $ 1 50, PATCHES
7556 UP. INCENSE 25-294. PIKS 11.00
& UP. RADIOS $395 .5 ue. I.EATHER
GOODS. BINOCULARS $2000 & UP.
BLACKLITE, COMPLETE 16" $11.95, 4’
$2285 STROBE LIGHTS $1785, GA.,
GLO BULB $385 INDIA PRINTS, FISH
NETTING $t96 & UP T-SHIRTS $200
EACH BROOKS 80 E San Fernando. 1
blk from SJSU Phone 292-0409.
A MILUON USED BOOKS, paperbacks
price), and magazines Neat old
bookstore. largest in Santa Clara Valley
since 1928 Woodruff 13 Thush Twice
Head Books, 81 E San Fernando bean
2nelli 3rd, 10 30-5 30 10% off with thta ad
IF YOU LIKE GOOKS, you’ll love
RECYCLE, a different used bookstore
Recent paperbacks at 0 price. Best SCI-F,
selection in Bay Area Records, too We
nave the books you want & need 8 beet
prices in lOwn Yea. we buyS trade books
records. RECYCLE 235 So. IstSt
6275

NEW I COMPLETE HOUSEFUL OF
FURNITURE, some in roomed packages
Bedroom, living Si dining rooms 2971328 Complete set under $400 Will sell
separately
MICROSCOPE-IMMO MEDICAL
Ma 100 Moll rimer bleat. Hrwd. Carrying caw) and mach stage Paid $303,
yours $150 255-1719 ewe
NEW I COMPUTE houseful of furniture
bedroom, living 8 dining rooms. 2971328 Complete set under 14(0 4011 sell
separately Some in original mimeos
GUITARS AMPLIFIERNI
ACOUSTIC II ELECTRIC -new it used
All at discount prices
Guitar shoWCalle 2910 S Malcom 3775864

HELP WANTED
HELP
N s, aids, orderlies, full and part MIRO
American Registry of Nurses 293-0112
FIGURE MODELING position Light but
serious work lot persons of good
character Must be physically perfect $5
to $75/hr Periodic Box 1385, Mt View.
WE ARE LOOKING or an above averse,
lady to till an above average pounces lecturing and demonstrating with the aid 01
assistant pert of lull lime For opprontrnen1 interview call 297-5830
FRIDAY FLICKS -SUTCH CASSIDY
ING
THE SUNDANCE KID"
PAUL NEWMAN B ROBERT REDFORD,
MAR, 23, 7 a 10 PM MORRIS DAILEY
AUG. Ma ADM

EARN $25 PER MONTH FOR DOING
NOTHING?
11 000 have an older car wane vinyl top let
us paint hall of it with TOPPER Drive
around and earn $25 per month Call Mr
Wright 591-2881

HOUSING
SAN FERNANDO HOUSE-Great atmosphere linen 5 maid service. color
TV. Kitchen priv , tile showers. parking
Center of activity 237 E San Fernando
$8910 $89mo 295-9504 or 2934347
LARGE 2 BORN, 2 BATH FURN. APTS.
8150/mo See 91 508 S 1 lth St 0.11 2947386 Summer rates $110.
NO AND UP, nice. comfortable, quiet
rooms downtown. kit pm" .293-3910 156
N 5th St
UNIVERSITY CLUS-Cod Beautiful
house, fireplace. grand piano. color T V.,
recreation room, kit priv rnatd & linens,
parking. courtyard Includes Continental
breakfast From 879/mo 202 So. 11th
293-7374
STUDIO’S $80 Men Only 820 S 3rd St
SUPER-LARGE 1 beam opts.. furnished.
carpet ng $135 summer rates $110. 439
S 4th St Call 9998619
NEW STUDIO APTS. 1115
120 15
min from SJS 5226 Snow Dr S J 228Ott?
- FROM SIM/rne New rooms across the
campus. Kit, env., utIl pd Men et 99 S.
9th, women 2798 19th St Many extras
that must be Min Open daily for inspection. Call 295-6514. 295-8521 or 287E585.
LA DONNA APTS.
1 bedroom Apia turn $130. unfurn $120
w/w new carpels Quiet atmosphere Rear
the campus 385 S 4th St Call Ben 28811383 um John 358-5708
ELDORADO APTS.
Large? bdon new shag. fresh paint, unfurnished $150 Five minutes from CAMPUS, quiet neighborhood. 293-3635
HUGE 189, APT. $140. (furnished?) in
older tripMx, high ceilings, storage,
lenced yard, dog ok, walk to campus 115
W Maisie St 286-9082 before2 30 Rick
SUNNY STUDIO. nicely furnished, Wom.
convenient to SJSU $110 Also 1 Ixtrm
$ t30 or 2 bdrrn $155 Pool 168-241807
321-6573
1 II 2 berm. ’Ma tor m41110111100: 2a4
Mims homes for rent $116 1 11210 2E14800

ONE LARGE BORN. A131 New snag
rugs Water 8 garbage pd Available now
Call 293-7796 751 S 7th St 04
1 BEDROOM. Electric Kitchen, drapes,
pool. laundry facIlIty, W 10 pd. Married
couple only 431 & I 1th St Apt 1

TYPING IBM SELECTRIC. Also own
transcriber Willow Glen area. 289-5852
TYPING in my North side home,
reasonable. Sahel/K.1ton guaranteed
263-2730

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share beautiful
apt $12 plus utilities. pool a MC. room all
modern conveniences. call 292-2836.

CHILDCARE-PLAYGROUP. M-F 2-3 yr.
Old!, Certificated teacher Moth-cultural
home $3 day or 506 hr 266-5083

MOTHER WITH CHILD WANTS to rent
small private apt or house near campus.
Consider other 286-1415.

TYPING -ISM
SelectrIc-Thesis.
reports, general typing. letters. etc
Reasonable rates 283-8895

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed. Own
room. 2 bdrm pt. 2 blks. from SJSU. Call
Carmen at 297-4367 or Teresa 296-4483.

FOR PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
CALL REGISTERED ELECTROLOG1ST
AT 235 E Sent. Clare St, 294-4499

MALE ROOMMATE needed to share 2
bdrm.. 2 be poolside eel with 1 other
Grad or faculty Call eves 247-81376.
FRIENDLY 059( 10 shore beautiful house
at 17550 1810 St 29813432
LARGE 3 BORN., 2 bath him apts.
$215/mo See at 399 S. 12th St CMI 29E1607 Summer rate $165.
ROOM FOR RENT Sfaime. plus Mil on
an 0001 side !erre in Si Non-smoker
Complete house privileges Call 2380406
1 & 2 DORM. APTS.. w/w carpet, Idly
feed. prkng. 00151105 lernener rates, 536
5 8th St 09 Call 295-7814
MALE ROOMMATE to share room In
large house near campus $40/mo Phone
275-1179 Andy or Scott
BEDROOM HOUSE. Aerins street
mini sinuous Punish or unturn Faculty
prylerred (’all 154-416)

SERVICES
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations
Marianne Tembeng - 1924 Harris
niephone 371-0395 San JOGS
TYPING. WINN. FAST, ACCURATE,
IBM SELECTRIC. FORMER ENGLISH
TEACHER, CALL 2444444 AFTER t30
MARY RAYNER
RENT A TV OR STEREO, no contract
Free del Free service Call Esche’s 251.
2588
TYPING
40

North 3rd St Apt 0823
2117-4.155

TYPIST-FAST. Accurate Can edltMasters etc Near &ICC Mrs Aslanien
298-4104
DRUG-10
Anonymous Analysis
14151985-1156

IMPROVISATIONAL DANCE. 13 weeks
59 1st class Mon Mar 19,7 to 830 PM
First Unitarian Church 3rd St Info 2751230
TTING, our home, most
everlingt, reasonable rates call Jan or
sally at 908-2697
PHOTOGRAPHY
Weddings $25
Passports $4
Commercial. Adv PR Portrait B & W
Color 275-0596

PERSONALS
MEN? - WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPIII No experience required Excellent pay Worldwide travel
Perfect summer lob or career Send $2
for information SEAFAX. Dept E-16
P u Box 2049, Port Angel... Washing’,
98362
NATURAL Wedding Photography Iota,
like people feel Warm Reel Like poopn
in love Petersen Lt Bishop Photograph,
Los Gatos
354.2513
Weddin
Phologrephy for people who care
NI A FRIEND to handicapped man. Eno
free in attractive room Girls over 18
please call 298-2308 aft 5
PO1TRY WANTED for anthology In
dude stamped envelope Contemporary
Literature Prima, 311 Caltforni Strew
SUM 412, San Francisco 94104
DONATE ON A REGULAR 111.000
plasina program and retains up to
$40/monthly Bring student ID or this so
and receive a bonus with your two
donation HYLAND DONOR CENTER 3.,
S Almaden Ave San Joie. CA 294-653’,
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 1 10 3 pm
- _
WOULD PINION WHO POSTED AD
DRESS OF
ROBERT THOMAS
please call me before MARCH 25
EK [REMELT IMPOH I ANT - -2191986

FRIDAY FLICKS ’BUTCH CASSADY a
INCA
THE SUNDANCE KID"
PAUL NEWMAN ROBERT REDFORD,
MAR. 23, 7 11 10 PM, MORRIS DAILEY
AUD. 504 ADM,

TRANSPORTATION
EUROPE- ISRAEL - AFRICA
Student flights Student camping tours
throughout Eurpoe. Russia and Mexico.
Official SOFA agent for inter-European
student charter flights, including Middle
East, and Per East. CONTACT ISCA
11687 San VIcente Blvd 44 L A Calif.
90049 TEL 12131 828-5689. 828-0955.
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
Charter Flights International, call campus rep Barbara Nevins, 286-1196
CHARTER FUGHTS. Complete domestic, international programs Contact
JOhn, Student Services West. Inc .238 E
Santa Clara. *710 287-8301
10T14 ANNUAL JET FUGHTS
EUROPE FROM $239 ROUND-TRIP
JAPAN FROM $359 ROUND-TRIP
CALL FLIGHT CHAIRMAN 19161 4517905
1403 52nd St Sacramento, Ca 95819
RUSSIA-SCANDINAVIA. 5 weeks $387
inclusive London departures Smell.
international group camping travel Ages
18-30. Also Europe. Africa. India. 3-11
vats Write Whole Earth Travel. Ltd . Box
a97 KC Mn 64141

EASTER CHARTERS TO MEXICO
9 days, 8 nights, indl. round trip airfare.
hotel, all transfers plus extras.
Acapulco $269
For into. contact Richard 274-4813
(after 5 pm)
BIKE ACROSS ITALY - 2 Welke- $175. R
Price, 270 S 43rd Boulder, Co 80303.
FLYING WONT Well "It Pays To Be
Young With TWA" Your TWA Campus
Representative Bill Crawford 1225-72621
can help you make your GETAWAY Fly
at 1/3 off with TWA Youth pauport & take
up to 24 months to pay with a FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD. Call 2257262 for information after 5:00 298-8600
for reservations or your local travel agent
EASTER CHARTER FLIGHTS TO NEW
YORK
Leaving San Francisco on 4/14. Returning San Francisco on 2/22. 1 may $W
round trip $198 incl Tex. for Flight Info
confect Rtchard 274-4113

LOST & FOUND
LOST: Women’s brown coat Left m a
Classroom Reward 887-30013
BLACK WALLET Contents are of value
only to me Reward Call 287-8538
110. REWARD for anyone finding or
returning a black medium long hair 2 m0
old mean wearing a lies collar Lost Mar
18th on 8th St between Santa Clara
Sen Fernando Cell 267-067801 258-8282
10,
1,

